OPTIC FLOW AND SELF MOTION PERCEPTION
The contribution of different parts of the field.
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BACKGROUND
Moving generates optic flow which contains important information about heading direction and distance moved.

For static cues, retinal regions’ contributions to self orientation are additive.

QUESTION
Does optic flow in different retinal regions contribute differently to the perception of distance traveled?

METHOD
Twelve subjects sat on a stationary bicycle in a “CUBE” display which provided a virtual reality presentation of moving in a corridor (8’ wide) from which various sections could be removed.

• BINOC dichoptic viewing.
  • MONOC one eye patched.
  • Targets simulated at 8, 16, 24, & 32m.
  • Display yoked to head tracker.
  • Optic flow compatible 1 or 2 m/s (forwards).
  • Different parts of the field blanked.

RESULTS

CONCLUSIONS

Optic flow compatible 1 or 2 m/s (forwards).

• Monocular optic flow was more effective at evoking self motion than binocular.
• Monocular viewing resulted in substantial errors in which subjects felt they had moved much further than the simulated motion (mean gain 1.3).
• Monocularly optic flow in the upper field (condition 4) was significantly more effective than in the lower field (at 1m/s) (condition 5).
• However, for movement in a closed corridor at high velocity, motion in the upper field (condition 3) was only marginally more effective than motion in the lower field (condition 2).
• Optic flow on the nasal retina (condition 9) was no more effective than motion in the lower field (at 1m/s) (condition 5).
• Optic flow in the temporal field (condition 2) was only marginally more effective than motion in the upper field (condition 3).

Unlike for determining orientation, different parts of the field and different areas of stimulation differ only marginally in their effectiveness at evoking self motion.

• Curiously viewing optic flow through one eye seems to evoke a larger over-estimation of travel distance than when viewing binocularly.
• The large spatial decay associated with monocular viewing contributes to the over-estimations for long simulated distances.
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